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BRANCHING BROWNIAN MOTION WITH ABSO,RI’TION 
Harry KESTEN’ 
Department ofMathematics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, U.S. A. 
We consider a branching diffusion ~ZLO in which particles move during their life time 
according to a Brownian motion with drift -cc and variance coefficient v*, and in which each 
particle which enters the negative half line is instantaneously removed from the population. If 
particles die with probability c dt+o(dt) in [t, t+dt] and if the mean number of offspring per 
particle is m > 1, then 2, dies out w.p.1. if ~1 *pa={2aZc(m - l)}“*. If y < ~0, then Zt grows 
exponentially with positive.rprobability. Our main concern here is with the critical case where 
p = po. Even though E&} - const. 
exp(-const. T”j 
T3’* in this case, we find that P{ZT >O} is only 
+o(log T)*r, and conditionally on (2, > 0) there are with high probability much 
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fewer particles alive at time T than E(& 1 ZT > 0). 
branching Brownian motion L-- limit theorem for branchiny! process branching process survival probability I absorption growth rate 
1. Introduction and statement of results 
We consider a branching diffusion on the real line of the following form: Each 
particle alive at time t dies in [t, t + dt] with probability c dt + o(dt). If it dies it gives 
birth to a random number of particles; the distribution of this number of offspring is 
denoted by G. c and G are the same for all particles and independent of the 
position of the particle. The offspring of any particle J is born at the position where 
9 dies. Retween its birth and its death a particle moves according to a Brownian 
motion with drift -p (note the minus sign here) and (constant) variance coefficient 
v*. Any particle which enters (-~01 is removed instantaneous!y from the popu- 
lation and does not produce any offspring. All particles move, die and produce 
offspring independently of each other. 
We shall use the following notation: ZI( 9 ) is the integer valued measure counting 
the number of particles alive at time t in Bore1 sets, i.e., 
Z(A) = number of particles alive at time t with position in A 
’ Research supported by the NSF under grant MCS 72-03543. 
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(A a Bore1 set of R; note that ZJ(-OO., 01) = 0 for all t because particles entering 
(-00, 0] are removed), 
Zt = Zf(R) = number of particles alive at time t, .f 
I 
03 
m= mean number of offspring per particle = x de(x), 
0 
b x(x--l)dG(x), 
P” will denote the probability measurk Eior the {Z,( 0)) process, given that we start at 
t = 0 with one particle at X, i.e., Z*(A) =: IA(x), where& is the indicator function of 
A. E" denotes expectation w.r.t. P’. 
Throughout Kj will denote various constants whose precise value is of little 
importance. At different appearances Ki may take different values. However, Ki 
always satisfies 0 < Ki < 00, Usually Ki depends only on p, a, b, c and m, but in 
Section 2 we shall allow it to depend on some additional parameters; when such 
dependence on extra parameters occurs it will be stated explicitly. 
A c:arefui: math,:matical description and construction of the probability space for 
such branching di5usions can be found in Ikeda et al. [6]. Here we shall take it for 
granted that we have a process {Z,()}t20 with the above properties and that it has 
the strong Markov property with respect o the g-fields 
%‘t =: cr-field generated by {Zs(. ) : 0 G s s t}. 
The first theorem delineates the regions where the process is supbr critical, 
critical or subcritical and gives the rate of growth in the supercritical case. The 
distinction between the cases is easy and can readily be obtained from [4] and [lo]. 
Also the asymptotic behavior (l.l)-( 1.3) of E Zr is easy to obtain from Lemma 3.1 
and standard estimates for Brownian motion. So far we have only an ugly and 
complicated proof for the growth results (l.S)-(1.8) in the supercriti:al case. and 
we shall therefore not prove Theorem 1.1 here. Note that (1 S) was already proved 
by S. Watanabe [13] in the case p = 0, A compact. 
Theorem 1.1. If m < 00 then there xists a 0 < C = C(x, p, a) c 00 such that for x > 0 
and T+w 
E”& - CT-“‘* exp T ifp=4, (1.1) 
E”& - CT-“* exp c(m - 1)T ifp-0 (1.2) 
and 
Ex&-Cexpc(m-l)T if ju<o. (14 
Consequently. if m > 1 and p > pO = (2&m - I))“‘, then 
P”{& > 0) s E”ZT + 0 (14 
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and & dies out eventually w.p.1. If p <: ~0, m > 1 and b c CJD then &- dies out or 
grows at the rate prescribed by E”&-. More precisely, for 0 s l_~ -C JL~ there exists a 
random variable w such that a-e. [P”] simultaneously fur every interval A c (0, LW) 
(including semi -infinite intervals) 
lim z,(A) 
T+w E”ZT(A)= w’ (1.9 
and 
P”{& does not die out} > 0 for x > 0, 
w > 0 a.e. [P*] on the set (2, does root die out}. 
If p < 0, m > 1 and b < OCI then there exists a random variable w such that 
e -Tc(m-1) 2~ + w a.e. [P’] (1 .f0 
and such that (1.6) and (1.7) hold. 
Remark 1.2. The denominator E”ZT(A) in (1 S) behaves like constant. 
T -3i2 exp{c (m - 1)-$~2/(r’}T for any bounded interval d c (0,~) if OS ,U < pcco. 
This same behavior prevails for semi-infinite d if 0 < p < po. However, for p = 0 
and A = (a, W), E”&((a, a)) is constant l T-‘/l exp c(m - 1)T. 
We next turn to the critical case where we find somewhat unexpectedly that 
P{ZT >O} is of a completely different order of magnitude than E Z’T (which 
behaves like T- 3!2 by (1.1)). Also, given {& > 0) the distribution of 2~ is not at all 
concentrated near E{ZT 1 ZT z 0). We can view ZT( l ) as a branching process with 
infinitely many types by interpreting the position of a particle as its type. If the 
expectation operator has good spectral properties, then it is known (see [S]) that 
P(ZT > 0) is of the same order as E{ZT) and [5] even has Yaglom limit theorems for 
the conditional distribution of & given {ZT > 0). The new phenomena arise here 
because (0, 00) is not compact and even though most particles enter (---CO, O] and ar;t: 
removed, a significant number moves far out to the right. It is still open what the 
analogue of Yaglom’s theorem is, i.e., what the proper limit theorem is for Z,(a) 
given that {Z, > 0). (1.11) and (1.12) only give partial information in this direction. 
Theorem 1.3. Let m > 1, b < NJ and 
Then there exist constants 0 < K1 - K3 < w depevding on CT, b, c nnd m -rtly :iuch that 
forx>O 
I 4 x exp +Kl(log T)-J#ZT>O/~~P 
C(l+x)exp {% + Kl(log T)2}. 
CT- 
(1.10) 
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Moreover, as T + 00. 
p”{ZT([K2T2’g(log T)2’3, 00)) > 0 I& ’ 0) + 0 (1.11) 
and 
P”{& > exp &T2”(log Tf’” I ZT > 0) + 0. (1.12) 
The not very complicated proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Section 3. 
Unfortunately it takes a very long Section 2 to develop estimates for Brownian 
motiorn absorption probabilities. These estimates (Harnack type inequalities and 
estimates of probabilities to stay between two curves) seem interesting by them- 
selves, but for the reader interested in branching diffusions only they are mere 
technical tools and he should skip their proofs. 
2. Esthnates for Brownian m&n restricted to a region 
Throughout &is section {W(t)} raO is a Brownian motion with drift -p and 
variance coeficient CF*. The initial position, W(O), is not restricted to be zero, but 
malt’ be any real number. In other words, we consider W as a Markov process with 
state sIpace a= the continuous functions on [0, OO), W(t, O) = (09) for o E 0, and 
with the family of measures P” ’ with the properties 
(i) P”{ W(0) = x} = 1, 
(ii) For every 0 s tl < t2 < l 9 . < t,,, W(tj+r)- W(t,), 1 G i < n - 1, are independent 
under P” and normalty distributed with mean -cc (?+I - ri) and variance a2(ti+t - &). 
This Markov process has the strong Markov property and we refer the reader to [8, 
Chapter l] for the complete description of this setup. As usual E” denotes the 
expectation w.r.t. P”. 
We shall make frequent use of the following known facts (see [l, Section 4.31): 
Untler P”, and given W(t) = y, the randurn function s + W(s)- x - t-‘s(y -x), 
0~ s s f, is a Brownian bridge (up to changes in the time and space scale) and the 
random function 
s + V(s)- =y w(&)-x--&y-x)], sao, (2.1) 
is a standard Brownian motion startim- I~bat V(0) = 0. Whenever Q <x, a + bt < y, 
=P(v(s)+--- 
a-n+a+bt-y 
s 
0 tu 
for some s z= 0) 
2 
=exp-ta2 
(x--a)(y-a-bbt). 
(2.2) 
2 As stated in the- introduction we also use P” for conditional probabilities for the Z,(. ) process, given 
Z,(A)- IA(x). This latter interpretation will not occur before Section 3, though. 
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Note that (2.2) does not involve p, and in fact this relation is valid for any value of 
B* 
We now fix a T > 0 and consider two continuous functions f and g on [0, T] 
satisfying 
We introduce the stopping times3 
UL = inf{O G s 6 T: W(s) G f (s)}, 
au = inf{O s s < T: W(s)2 g(s)}, 
(2.4) 
(L(U) stands for lower (upper) boundary) and let4 
%(G Y) 
d 
=--&P”{W(t)q aLAaJ>tI* (2.5) 
We take for qr a version which is continuous in y on (f(t), g(t)). Such a version 
exists by the arguments of [6, Section 4.5-4.91. Similarly, there exists a continuous 
function &(Y, x) of x on (f(O), Y (0)) such that s’&, x) = 
wwPY~ wo 6x, f(t-s)< W(s)<g(t-s), 0~s~ t} and as in 16, Section 4.81 we 
have 
%(X9 Y I= GSY9 x)9 (x9 Y k (f(O), g(0)) x (f(t), g(t))* (2.6) 
Lemma 2.11. If 
If(s)-f(O)l+Ig(s)-g(0)1~A{g(O)-f(O)}-’s for 06s 
s (w-‘{g(wf(w2 
for some A < m, then there exists a constant K1 = &(A, a)> 0 such that 
q,(Xl, y) e(g/u2)(y-rl)~ K1 g;;)~f~~Jqt(x2, y) e(@Iu )(Ywx2) CW 
forall (4A)-1{g(0)-f(O)}2~ ts T, f(O)<nl~x2<g(O) and f(t)‘y<g(t). 
Proof. We divide the proof in three steps. First we show that we may assume p = 0. 
Next we show that (2.8) in case p = 0 is implied by 
Pxl{~u c go A A '1 ~&{xI -f(Wg(Wf(W’ (2.9 
where 
/J = $A-1j2 {g(w-f(W 
Lastly we prove (2.9). 
(2.10) 
’ As usual WC take the inf of the empty set equa! to +OO in the definition of all stopping times. 
4 ~1 A b = min(a, b), a v b = max(a, b). 
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Slter 1. Let WO(t) = W(t)+ Ft. Then W”(t) is a Brownian motion with zero drift 
an6 variance coefficier,$t ~8 Since W(t) = W’(t)- gt, the Camexon-Martin formula 
! 1 e4, Se&on J.71 shows, for any &rei set B 
t”‘.‘{>V(t)e B, aL A vu> rl = 
ThUSI, .% y (x, y) is defined as qt in (2.5) with W replaced by W”, then 
1P2 CL 
qtky!=ew- 2 ; 10 t-f---@-x) &x, y). 1 (2.11) 
It is inimediate from (2.11) that it suffices to prove (2.8) for qy, i.e. for the case 
p =: 0. For the remainder of this proof we take CA, = 0 but we shall not indicate this in 
the notation by a superscript zero. 
Stzp 2. For x1 s x2 we shall construct wo processes WI, W2 on the probability 
space fi = 0 x l2 such that Wi is governed by the measure P”‘, i = 1,2 and such that 
W,(t)= W2(t) from some stopping time on. This so called coupling is achieved as 
follows: Let P be the product measure Pxl x Px2 on Ir”i, and for a generic point 
w = (01, ~192) of fi, let We(s) = WI(~), W&) = 02(s), s a 0, 
7 = .nf{s 3 0: WQ(S) = We}, 
and finally 
Wo(s!, s c 7, 
wds)= ( W2(s), sa7. (2.12) 
Clearly Wz( l ) is governed by, Px2 and WO( * ) by P”‘. If we write gS = a-field 
generated by {W&X W&4): 0 G u s s}, then T is an {&} stopping time and by 
(2.12) and the strong Markov property, for any Bore1 sets Bi 
P(Wl(T+ti)- Wl(T)EBi) IQisn(&} 
=~{W2(T+ti)-W2(7)~BiI1Ci~nl~~} 
=P’{W(ti)- W(O)EBiI lGsn}on W~(T)=Z 
=P”l{W(ti)- W(O)EBiI lsicn}. 
It is easy to see from this that WI is governed by Pxl. Now define & c& by 
replacing W by Wi in (2.4), i = 0, 1,2. Then 
P”‘{ W(t)E B 1 oLn~u>t)=~~W*(t)EBl~~~*~>t~ 
(2.13) 
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Th last inequality in (2.13) foliows from the intermediate value the:-item, because 
W(J!O)=xrQz= W*(O) a.e. [P], ~nkj W&r:)= g(c&)> V&J cm the set {& c 
&\,I? {cr?_ 4of, > I >a:}. Thus on the last set there exists an s <a: such that 
Wilts) J‘, G-l-~+) and a fortiori r < &. Finally a: A & = cr& whenever a: < (~2. 
Since L+‘z nnd Wo are independent under P we obtain from (2.13) 
P”‘{ W(t) E: B, o‘,_ A cru > t} * P{ W2(t)E B, a: ii a; > t}fi{& c 0;: fi ‘t} 
= P”‘{ W*(f)C 13, 0; I\ a: > f}P”‘{U” < CTL A t}, 
and by differentiation 
4&l, Y )-&(X2, Y)PXfh6~L~ t1 
-&2, yY'*'bu-~ /\A21 
for all t 3 A*. Thus, it indeed suffices to prove (2.9) when p = 0. This will be done in 
Step 3. Consider the linear functions 
L(+=f(O)+Ak(O)-f(O)Vs 
and 
U(s) = g(O)+A(g(O)-f(O)h 
and the stopping times 
7~ = inf{s 3 0 : W(s) = L(s)}, 
rU=inf(saO: W(s)=U(s)}. 
Observe that by virtue of (2.7) 
f(s)sL(s)sg(s)<U(s) forOsssA2, 
so that ru < 7~ A A * implies 
(again use the intermediate value theorem). Thus, 
Px'{uu < uL A A 2} 3 P+{T~ < rL /\ A *} 
z= 
i 
P”1{W(A2)~dy}PX1{W(s)>L(s),0~s~A2~ W(A2)=y}. 
G=U(b’) 
(2.~4) 
By (2.2) we have for y 2 U(A ‘) 
P”‘{W(s)>L(s),0~s~A*~ W(A2)=y} 
= 1 -exp -2(Au)2[x~-f(0)J[y-f(O)-A{g(O)-f(O)}-’d’] 
a 1 -exp -~(Au)~[x~ -f(O)][U(A*)-L(A’)]. (2.15) 
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Since 
and 
U(A2)-L(A2)=g(0)-f(O)=2A1’2A, 
there Gxists aconstant Kz = &(A, 0)) 0 such that the last member of (2.15) is at 
least 
K2[ncI -f(O)]A -’ = 2K2A1’2 Xl -f(O) 
&!?(O)--f(0)’ 
(2.14) now yields 
= 2K2A 
l/2 Xl -f(O) 
g(O)- f(0) [l - @((CA )-‘[g(O)- xl +A~g(W--f(0)l-1~21)1 
l/2 Xl -f(O) 
s2K2A g(O)-f(0) 
[I - @($flA1'*)], 
where as usual 
@W 1 =- 
A-- I 
” e-s2/2 ds. 
7f --Q; 
(2.9) is now immediate with 
& = 2&A1’2[ 1 - @($FIA *‘2)]. 
For the formulation of the next proposition we introduce for 0 s s G T, f(s)s x s 
ds) 
p(x, s)= min{(x -f(s), g(s)-x). (2.3 6) 
Propodtbn 2.2. Assume that for some A C 00 
Jf(sd)~f(s1)1+IK(S;?)~g(S,)I&AtK(sl)-f(sr)S-*($l ,.sd (Ll7) 
ford OQ,-s,c(4A)-‘{g(s,)-f(s~)}2, Oapa:!~ T. Then therecxistsa corastclltt 
Ks = K3(A, CI) 
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Proof. As in step 1 of Lemma 2.1 (see (2.11) we may and shall assume that p = 0 
throughout his proof. By Lemma 2.1 we know that for all f(O)< x1 G x2 < g(0) and 
Y E UVX g(0) 
Xl -f(o) 4th YP~lg(0)_f(0)4'(X2. Y) 
and by interchanging the role of the upper and lower boundaries we only have to 
replace x1 -f(O) by g(O)-xl in this inequality when x1 >x2. Thus, for all x1, x2 E 
(f(O)* g(O)) 
qt(xlv y)aKl Ph 0) g(())_f(()px2’ y), 
and therefore 
qth ~)a& P(Xl, 0) SUP 4tk Y )* .* dw-f(O) 2 
(2.18) 
In particular for 
we have 
4th y Pal sup q&9 Y )* (2.19) 
TO derive an upper bound for qr(xl, y) we introduce for 0 s s < t s T 
r(x, y ; $9 t) 
d 
=;i;;PX{W(t-s&y, f(s+u)< W(u)<g(s+u) 
forOsu<t-s). (2‘20) 
Clearly q&x, y ) = r(x, y ; 0, t) and for general s, r(x, y ; s, t) is a density of the sanne 
form as q,-,(x, y) except that f( 8) and g(a) have been replaced by f(s + * ) and 
g(s + 4) respectively. Consequently we can again choose r such that it is continuous 
in y on (j(t), g(t)). We shall make this choice for t and apply (2.19) to Y, By 
replacing A by 4A (and hence &(A, (I) by &(4A, 0)) this yields 
I’(Xl, y; s, t)&K, sup r(z, y; s, t) 
i: 
(2.2 1) 
for 
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In addition the Narkov property implies 
G(G Y)= I”“‘qsk MC y; s, 0 dz, y E (f(t), g(t)), (2.23) 
f(s) 
(compare (4.13) in [6]). Clearly (2.23) implies 
R(S) 
cdr(& YN I qsb, z) dz sup r(w, y; s, t) f(s) W 
=P”{f(u)< W(u)<g(u),O=S.6s)supr(w,y;s, t). 
W 
(2.24) 
Take A as in (2.10) and s = iA2 and sr:t 
L*(u)= f(O)-A{g(O)-f(O)}%. (2.25) 
Then f(u)2 L*(u), 0~ u SS, and again applying (2.2), we have for some & = 
&(A, a), KS = &(A, u)< 00 
P”{f(u)c W(u)cg(u),Oau~s}~Px{W(u)~L*(u),Ocucs) 
= I PX{W(s)~dy}PX{W(u)~L*(u),O~u~s 1 w(s)=y} Y'~*(s) 
e-(2su*)-‘(Y --x 1’ 
=- (1 -exp-2&2s-‘[x -f(O)][y -L*(s)]} dy 
e-(2 sa2)-1(y-x ‘220-2s-1[x - f(o)][y -L*(s)] dy 
+CCl 
s Kd[X -f (c)l{ f (X- L*(S)+ cJ&3 /_m e-~*su2)-‘(y~x)2~ - x 1 dy]
x -f(O) 
G KSg(0)- f(0)’ 
Substitution of (2.26) in (2.24) yields 
4rk Y > s KS Pk 0) sup r(z, y ; s, t) 
g(O)-f(0) z 
(2.26) 
(21.27) 
when f(O)<x +f(O)+g(O)), s =;A*. This inequality remains valid for f( f (O)+ 
g(O))< x < g(0) by interchange of the Jpper and lower boundaries. 
On the other hand, still with s = $.A’ we have 
‘~‘~)-g(0))+jf(s’!-f(0)~~A[g(O)-f(O)}-’~A2=~{g(O)-f(O)}, 16\” 
!i~g~o)-f(o)~~g(~)-f(s)4~g(o)-f(o)h 
I =[f(O)-&g(O)-f(O)}, g(O)-&dg(O)-f(O))1 
=. If(s)+b{g(s)-f(s))9 g(s)-%g(s)-f(sN (2.28) 
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For t a A 2 we have in addition 
t-ss$A2- - (8A)-‘{g(O)-f(O)}‘a(16A)-‘{g(s)-f(s)}*. 
Thus, by (2.21) and (2.22) we have for any z E I 
r(z, y ; s, t) 2 $K1 sup r(w, y ; s, tj. 
TV 
This together with (2.23) shows that 
4,(x9 YP 
J 
qsk z)dz %I sup a@, y; s, 0 
I W 
= bKt sup r(w, y; s, t) 
W 
.P”{W($A’)d,f(u)< W(u)<g(u),0weiA2]. (2.29) 
As in (2.28) 
g(u)agtO)-i{g(O)-f(O)}, f(u)sf(O)+&(O)-f(O)}, 0s u &A*, 
so that for x E I 
P”{W($A2)d, f(u)< w(u)<g(u),oacs&i*}a 
aP”{ W($A*)E I-x, -%g(O)-f(O)h wu)ddg(wf(Ojl, 
O~ua~A*}. (2.30) 
Since I -x has length i{g(O)- f(O)} = $A “*A and contains the origin, I - x covers at 
least one half of (- *{g(O)- f(O)}, &{g(O)- f(O))). Standard estimates for Brswnian 
motion (see [B, Problem 1.7.81, compare also Lemma 2.4 below) now show that the 
right hand side of (2.30) is at least & > 0 for some & = &(A, o) which depends on 
A and (r only. Thus, from (2.29) 
(2.3 1) 
(2.27) and (2.31) together show 
P(x, 0) 
4th Y)~K7g(0)_f(O)SLfP4'r(Z. y) (2.32) 
for some KY = .&(A, O.&W. Lastly, (2.18) and (2.32) give us for all f(O)<xl, x2< 
g(O), f(t)< Y < g(t) 
(2.33) 
Thus, we have proved the proposition in the special case where yl = y2. 
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To handle ratios of yr with different second arguments we use the relation (see 
(286)) 
&Ml)=lj,(yl, x) 
q&9 .Y2) 4dY29 x)’ 
The functions -, f(t -s) and s + g(t -s), 0 G s 6 ?, satisfy condition (2.17) with A 
replaced by 3A. Indeed, if OS s:2-s1 s (4A)“‘{g(sl)-f(~l)}~, then, just as in (2,2$), 
g(S2)nf(s2)4;~{g(sl)-f(Sl)), and hence, by Gl7) 
Thus, short of replacing &(A, o) and &(A, U) by Kl(iA, o) and &($A, a) we 
may apply (2.33) to 4, to obtain 
(2,34) 
The proposition ow follows with KJ = KT2K: by combining (2.33) and (2.34). 
Corollary 2.3. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 hold. Then (see (:J.20) for 
definition of r ) 
K+ 
~(xlc Y 1; $9 O&29 MY29 0 
4x2, y2; s,t)ph MY 19 0 
exp~{(yl-xl)-(y2-x2)} 
GKp (2.35) 
whenever 
(4/L)-‘(g(s)-f(s)}‘ct-s, OasstGT, (2.36) 
and xl, x2 E l(f(s), g(s)), yl, y2 E (f(t), g(t)). Also, if W” is a Brownian motion with 
mean zero and variance coefficient a’, then there exists a Ka = &(A, O) > 0 such 
that 
KS Pk $1 s 
[ 
-1 
SUP 
g(s)-f(s) f(sHz<n(s) 
IP’{f(s+u)< WO(u)<:g(s+u)O~uat-s} 
3 
l P”{f(s+u)< WO(u)cg(s+u), Osust-s} 
~ Kil Pk ‘) -- 
g(s)-f(s) 
(2.37) 
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for, s, t sutisfying (2.36) and f(s) < x < g(s). AIso, if 0 c B 1, ~2 < 1, then there exists a 
K4, = &(A, o, E 1, ez) > 0 such that for all t 3 (4A)=-‘(g(0) - f (0)}2 and 
x 6s If@)+4im--f(Q)~ gw=-ei(g(o)-f(O))], 
PX{f(u)< WO(u)eg(u), 0 
(2,3X) 
Lastly, if (4A)“‘(g(O) - f (0))’ s s G T and (4A)“‘{g(s)- f(s>)‘s t -‘s, t g T andi 
g(0)-f(Q)a 2, g(s)-f(s)3 2, then 
P’{f(u)< W”(u)cg(u), 0s u G t) 2 
a &(g(s)-f(s))P’{f(u)< w”(u)< g(u), 0 5 u G s] 
+‘{f(s+u)< W”(u)~f(s+u),oSudt-S}. (2.30) 
Proof, (2.35) is merely Proposition 2.2 applied to the functions u + f(s -I-U) md 
u+g(s+u), oa4 6 T -ss, (2.37) is immediate from (2.35) with p = 0. Also (2.3%) 
follows easily directly from Proposition 2.2 with p = 0. Indeed, the left hand side of 
(2.38) equals 
I 
0) 
4r(K Y 1 dY 
where j(r) runs over (f(t)+ eZ(g(t)- f(t)), g(t)- Ez(g(t)-f(t))). We now observe that 
for y in this interval p(y, t)a &z(g(t)-f(t)) = 2 ~2 sup* p(r, t) and that similarly, for 
all f@)+4#w-f(O)) ~xsg(o)+&l(g(0)-f(O)) one has P(& O)a 
2E I sup2 P(& 0). 
As for (2.39), this follows from 
P’{f(u)c WO(u)c g(u), 0s u s t} 2 
2 I P(Y.sPbm-f(s)) qS(l,y)PY{f(s+u)< W”(u)<g(s+u),O~u~t-s}dy 
together with 
P”{f(s+u)c W”(u)<g(s+u),Oam-s}= r(y,z,s,r)dz 
I 
BK3PtY* 4 - 
PO9 s) I 
r(1, z, s, t)da 
~~K~(g(s)-f(s))P{f(S+u)~ W”(u)~gCs+u),O~u~r-s} 
(if p(y, s)a${g(s)-f(s)}), and the argument used for (2.38). 
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Lemma 2.4. Let W0 be a Browniati motion with mean zero and variance coefficient 
c2* Thenfort>O, A>Oatid O~X, yeA, 
P”(Oc W”(u)< A: 0s u sz t, WO(t)E dy] (2.40) 
has a density s&, y ; A) which sati@es 
[ i 
2 2 -2 
l-5 l-exp-!@$ 
1 
3 tct2w2 
exp -Yj-g- I 
2 
~--sir&in A A dexp-->j 
-,(x, y; A) 
3 
Proof. By [S, Broklem 1,731, (2,40) has the density 
2 uJ 
s&, y ; A) = x ,,zj ~~p{~n”tir2n”/2A”} sin y sin y. 
One easily shows that 
nxn 1 
sin 71 6 n sin 
and the same inequality with x replaced by y, Consequently, for some 181 
2 
a,(~, Y; A)=- flY 
A 
exp{-ta’na/2A*} sin 7 sin d 
l)(t~‘n2)/2A2}n2]. 
The lemma IIOW follows from 
f exp{-n2(ta’n2)/2A2}n2 6 F k exp(- k(t&r*)/2A’} 
n=2 k-4 
Proposition 2A Let f, g be two functions on [0, T] which satisfy the following 
conditions: There exist two diffeirentiable functions F, C and a decreasing function E 
and constants 0 c Ljri < in) such that on [0, Tj 
k(s)- e(s)1 e&, If(s)- F(s)1 GB,, (2.41) 
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G(s)-F(s)bB2+2BI, ~(0)s BJ, (2.42) 
IF’(s)1 +IC’(s)l s &(sX(G(s) -F(s)) log(s + 2)}- ‘. (2.43) 
E(S)G a2mB2{3200(B2+ 281))-’ for s a Bd. (2.44) 
Again let W” be a Brownian motion with mean zero and variance coeficient cr2. 
Then there exists a constant KO c do, depending on u and I31 - Bq only, such that for 
all OgtsT,and 
XE[F(O)+B,+:(G(O)-F(O)-2&), G(O)-Br&G(Ob--~(Ok-2B~)~~ . 
- (K,] A & (0)) log(r -+ 2)] Sz 
s PX{f(s)c W”(s)< g(s), 0s s s t) t 
K(r l+ 
E (s) ds I I- (1 kw-f.o)‘+ 
+ (Ko A E (cd)) Isg(r e 2) 1 * (2.45) 
Exactly the same bounds hold for 
P”{f(t Q-s)< W”(s)9 g(I -s), 0 (2.41,) 
wher%cver 0 e t G T, 
[F(t)cB, +f(G(t)-F(t)-2&), G(t)--& -:(c;(+-+(t)-2&I]. 
Remark 2.6. When 81 =O, Le., when f and g themselves satisfy (2.42) and the 
smoothness condition (2,43), then f and g satisfy the hypotheses ofProposition 2.2 
2~(0)(I~g 2)-’ (compare the argument given below to establish (2.5 1 j). 
An application of (2.37) with A = 2B~(lag 2)-’ therefore allows as in the case 
Br = 0 to sharpen (2.45) to 
sP”{f(s)C WO(s)<g(s), o<ss t> 
f (Ko A E(O)) logO + 24 (2.47) 
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whenever (8&)-‘(log 2)(g(O)-f(O))*< t s T, x E (f(O), g(0)). (Note that sin n(x - 
jl(a))/(gl(O) - f (0)) is of the same order as (g(0) - f (0))‘p (x, 0)). Also 
-(&A E(o)):log(t+2)] G 
a?X{f(t-S)c WO(s)<g(t-s), OGsdt} 
.< (jin nix -f(t) 
-. g(t)-f(t) exp[ --~cr*~* 16’ (g(s):f(s))*+~~( l+Jy(g;~&)*] 
+ (K* A & I(0)) log(t + 2) 
I 
(2.38) 
whenever (SB$‘(log 2)(g(t)- f(t))*< t s T, x E (f(t), g(t)). 
Remark 2.7. For the cases which interest us the behavior of the estimates in 
(2.45)-(2.48) is principally governed by 
J 
t 
exp - $*s* 
ds 
0 (g(s)-fo)Z. 
The other factors will usually play a smaller role. In Section 3 we shall in particular 
apply Proposition 2.5 with f = 0, g(s) = A (B -t s)~ for some A, B > 0,O <A C 4. We 
can then take B1 ~0, E(s)==hA2(B-ts)2A-’ log(s + 2) for large enough s, and we 
find for O<x<ABA and t+a 
P"{O< W”(s)cA(B+s)“: Oss s t} = 
=sin(7rx/l-'B-*)cxp -{(B + t)‘-** -B 1-2h )+O(log t)$ 
where the constant in O(log t)* depends on a, A, B and A only. 
Pmof. Throughout this proof Ki will stand for constants which depend on a; B1 - Bd 
onZy. Practically the same proof as will be given for (2.45) can be used to estimate 
(2.46:~ Alternatively, we can derive one estimate from the other by the use of (2.6). 
We shall therefore restrict ourselves to (2.45). Without loss of generality we take 
t = T and E(S) tight continuous (we can always replace E(S) by lim,J, E(U)). The 
bounds in (2.45) are proved by approximating f and g from above and below by 
step functions and then by estimating the probability that W* stays between two 
step functions. Since the proof of the upper and lower bound in (2.45) are almost 
identical we prove the lower bound only. 
Step 1. In this step we con&uct the step function alpproximations tof and g and 
give some preliminary estima:es on the distance between f and g and their approx- 
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imations. Set 
h(s) = g(s)-fkL H(s) = G(s)- F(s), C = 8(m)-* 
and construct an increasing sequence of points as follows: 
a0 = 4 -i inf{s a 0: E (s) s (200~C)-~ Bz(2B2 + 4BJ1} (2.49) 
(= T if no such s exists) and 
a,,+1 = a,, + CH*(a,) log(a, + 2), n 2 0, (2.50) 
as long as a, C T. If aoC T, let N be the unique index for which aN C T S aN+l. If 
NH we set I,= [a,, a,+l), OWZ s N-2, IN-1 = [aN+, T]. If N = 0 we only 
introduce the one interval 10 = [ao, T]. Before we come to the main estimates we 
need an estimate on the fluctuations of F, G over In and for the growth of H. 
Specifically, we shall show5 
5 
FbJ-- 
Jz 
Wa,)H(aSF(s) 
< F(a,)+ 
5 
- CE (a,, )H (a, ), 
Jz 
s E &, n 2 0, 
and the same inequality with F replaced by G, and for some KIo 
H*(s)s H*(ao)+&(s + lxlog(s + 2)}-‘, s 3 ~0. 
Because we assumed & ( l ) decreasing 
E(S)< (~OOVTC)-‘B~(~B~+~B~)-‘, s 3 ao. 
We therefore have from (2.43) for a0 < s e T 
IH’(s)l s IF’(s)1 + IG’(s)l s g (sNH(s) log(s + 2))~‘, 
whence, for a& a, <s s an+1 AT, 
6 2e (aJlog(a, + 2))-‘, 
[H*(s)- H*(a,,)l G 2~: (a,,){iog(a, + 2))_‘(a,+l- a,) 
s 20 (a, )H”(a,) s $H (a, )* 
Thus,forO<nsN-2, sE&,,orforn=Nanda,cssT, 
1 
--H(a,)s H(s)< 
J2 
J 
3 . . 2 
zh’ (a,) 
(2.5 1) 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
and for s E iN_1 
$&&+l)~ H(s)s %&bd (2.55) 
’ ? denotes the closure of I. 
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because for aN G S - e T we have H(s)>(l/fi)H(aN)~fH(aN.-.1) and similarly for 
the right hand inequality. As a consequence of (2.54) and (2.43) we have for 
a,Sssa,+lA T 
IF(s)--F(a,)l+ (G(s)- G(a,)I s 
s dad ($H(ad b(a, + 2)}-j(s - a,,) 
& 
G E(a,)kkH(a,). (2.56) 
If n s N - 2 then (2.56) holds for all s E rm, whereas, as before, for s E &-..I 
IF(S)- F(uN-I)( + (G(S)- G(uN-t)l G 
~E(~N-I)~C(H(QN-I)+H(~N))~E(~N-~)- ’ CH(aN-,). 
Jz 
This proves (2.51). (2.52) is even easier. As above 
dH*(s) I I ds s 2E (a&og(s + 2)}-', s > ao, 
J 
s 
H*(s) S H*(ao)+ 2s (ad 
die 
0 log@ + 2) 
J 
S 
s H*(ao)+ K11 
du 
0 lo&u + 2) 
(see (2.53)) 
s H*(ao)+ ho 
s+l 
log(s + 2)’ 
which is just (2.52). 
We now construct approximations to f and g as follows: Let 
ml = B1 +sup F(s), 
SEl, 
M,, = -B, +f,“lf G(s) 
n 
and set 
it(s) = g(s)Ilo,aoj (s)+ Nf’ M&s), 
0 
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where I”( l ) stands for the indicator function of the interval In. We shall also use the 
following abbreviations: 
&In+1 -an if n GN--2, 
hofI,= T-aNIl 
i 
ffn=N-I*& 
T-t&) if n = N = 0, 
JN 1 =(m~-~,M&I) ifNa1, 
A I= (ma, MO) if IV = 0. 
Then, by definition f(s) = f(s) and R(S) = i(s) for s c a0 A T, while for all S, f(s) 3 f(s), 
g(s)sg(s) (see (2.41)). Consequently, if ao< T,’ 
P”{ f(s)< W’(s)< g(s), 0 s s s T) z= 
zP”{f(s)< w”(s)< g’(s), 0~ s s T) 
= I P”{f(s)< W”(s)< g(s), 0~ s < at), W’(ade dyd .hl 
pym{m, < W”(s)< M;,. Ocs <A,,, WO(kt)~ dy,+d. 
(2.57) 
Step 2. The remainder of the proof consists in estimating the various factors in 
(2.57). In this step we estimate the product of the integrals in the right hand side of 
(3.57). and until further notice we assume a(,< T and N > 1. By an application of 
Iremma 2.4 we then have 
Vim,, c w”(s)< Mn, 0~ s < h,z, W”(hn)~ dy,+,) 3 
3A,a27T2 
exp - 
26: 1 
2 . ~(y.-‘““)sina(~“+l-m”)exp_~nu2rr’dy~+,. Al 24; (2.58) 
Clearly 
m,aF(a,)+Bl,M, ~G(a,)-B1,H(a,)~M~-m,+2B1, (2.59) 
6 + 
tl = max(u, 0). 
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and by our choice of a, and C 
A, aa,+l--a, = CH”(a,) log(a, + 2) 
2 
2 C(M,, - m,)2 log(a, + 2) 2 =A 2, log(a, + 2). 
(Zonsequently, 
1 --h,a2n2 -2 1-5 1-exp 242, I exp - 
3h*(f2n2 ~ 
24; 
2 1 - 20 exp -3 log(a, + 2) 2 1 - 20ai3 3 exp -40ai3. 
Next we deduce from (2.51) 
5 
tz,,~F(a,)+B~+--,C~(a,)H(a,,), 
v2 
(2.60) 
and from the analogue of (2.51) for G, 
Mn 3 G(a,)- Bj_ 
5 
--Ck(a,)H(a,). 
J? 
Combined with (2 59), (2.42) and (2.53) this gives 
B&B2+4BJ1H(a,)~H(a,~l-5dk’~(a,)}-2B~~A, 
s H(a,)-2B1, (2.61) 
and using (2.51)? (2.41) once more, 
ld,-h(s)l~2B11-lA,-H(a,)l+IH(s)-H(a,)l 
a4B~+lO&Ce(a,))H(a,), s~&,Odn<N. (2.62) 
Thus 
6 
I 
A,2h-2(s){A, + h(s)}lA,, - h(s)1 ds 
&I 
~24,~ 
I 
h-‘(sX4B1 + lOk’e(a,)H(a,)} ds 
1” 
(because h(s) 2 An). 
By (2.41), (2.51), (2.53) 
h(~)~H(s)-2B~~{1-5dk~(a,))H(a,)-2B~ 
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so that for some Krz and 0 6 n <N 
(2.63) 
Nowfor n<N-2 
An = CH*(a,) log(a, + 2) 6 K-l3 d : log@, + 2) (2.64) 
for some Krrr (see (2.61)). Similarly, for n = N - 1 
AN-~ s C(H*(a,) log(aN + 2)+ H2(aM-r) log(aN-1 -t- 2)) 
~CH*(a~_&log(aN +2)+log(aN-l+2)} (see (2.55)). (2.65) 
But, by (2.52) and a ,+a+CH2(ao)log2, nal, 
&+1-G = CH2(a,) log(a, + 2)~ CH*(ao) log(a, + 2)+ C&(a,, -C 1) 
G (a, + 1 Xlog(a, + 2)(log 2)-l + C&},n 3 1. 
Therefore 
log@,,1 +2&&4 log@, +2), n 2 1. (2.66) 
Thus, by raising &, if necessary, (2.64) remains valid even for n = N - 1 (recall 
that we are still considering only the case N > 1). (2.63)-(2.65) yield 
Bl 
E(a,)log(t+1+2)+x , 2snsN-I. 
Lastly, by (2.62) and (2.61) 
(the left hand side inequality is trivial from (2.41)) so that 
SK17 2snnN-I. 
For n = 0 or n = 1 we obtain (see (2.63)-(2.65)) 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
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By (2.53) E(Q~) is bounded by some Kr9 as well as by E(O) so that the last member 
of (2.69) is bounded by 
W19A @))log(T+2)+&7& I ds - n=Oorl. r, h3(s)’ (2.70) 
When we substitute the estimates (2.60), (2.68) and (2.70) into (2.58) and use 
a, 2 4 + nC(Bz+ 2B1)2 log 6 (see (2.49), (2.50), (2 42)), 
ri exp -40az3 aexp> -40 i (4 t nC(B2 + 2B1)2 log 6}-3 > 0 
II230 n=O 
we obtain for N > 1 
, sin n(Yo - mo) / 
Ao 
l exp - (I&A E(O))log(T+2)+Kr7 
n(Yn+l-4) 
sin 
74Yn+i_mn+i) . 
An A 
dY n+l 
n+l 
2 
.P 
A I 
sin dyN - mN-1) 
dYN. 
N-l YNEAN AN-I 
(2.71) 
We claim that this result remains valid for N = 0 or N = 1 (but a~ < T), provided we 
interpret the product of the integrals over yn+l, 0~ n G N - 1, as one in this case. 
Indeed if N = 0 or 1, the left hand side of (2.71) consists of one factor which 
integrates out to 
PY"{mo< W”(s)<Mo,O~s~T-at~}~ 
2 (T-a& w 3(T-uo)u27r2 
24; 
exp - 
24; I 
dy0 - m0) 
l sin - 
do 
exp - 
(cf. Lemma 2.4) 
2 (T-a&r r 3(T - ao)u2r2 
2Am exp - 
0 24; I 
. 2 sin ~(Yo- mo) 
Ao 
exp - sin TZ dz. (2.72) 
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For N=l and n = 0 (2.60), (2.63) and (2.65) remain valid and we arrive at the 
estimate (2.70) for 
(2.73) 
as before, so that (2.‘71) needs no change. For n = N = 0 we still arrive at the 
estimate (2.70) for (2.73) (we now can even use (2.64) instead of (2,65)), but (2.60) 
breaks down. As long as 
(2.74) 
we still have 
Aoa2r2 -2 
2A2 
0 I 
3Aoa2Vr2 
exp - 
24; 
M&f90 
and we can proceed to (2.71) as before. If (2.74) fails we simply use 
py{moc W”(s)<Mo,Oe~T-ao}~ 
aPy 1 8A; mo< W”(s)<Mo,O~s~~ , I 
and as in (2,72) with T -a0 replaced by 8Ai/cr27r2 we now obtain that this is 
bounded below by 
K20 sin 
“sin dye-md 
4 
Ao 
K 
” l 1 
Thus, again (2.71) holds. 
It is clear from (2.71) that the next step should be to estimate 
2 J . d, Y,-clEAn+l s n ++I -m,) A?l sin n(yn+l - m+d A,+ I - dyn3.1 f’orO<nsN-2. 
(2.75) 
We begin with a bound on Im,, - m,+ll. From the definition of m and (2.56) we have 
for OsnnN-2, 
I mn - UZn+lJ s SUP IF(S’)-F(S”)l 
S'E I” 
S”EI”.tl 
s sup jF(s’)- F(a,+l)I + sup /F(f)- F(a,+l)l 
S’E Z” S“EI”+l 
G 2 sup IF(s’)-F(a,)l+ sup IF(s”)-F(a,+l)) (since a,+l E f,J 
S’E I” S”EI,+, 
~~ct:(anX2H(an)+H(a,+l)} 
-S 6C&(a,)H(a,) (by (2.54), (2.55)). 
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The same estimate holds for I.Mn - Mn+il and’ 
Also for 
Taking 
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Step 3. The conclusion of step 2 shows that the lower bound in (2.45) wiIi be 
completely proven if we can show 
5 P"{f(S)< W"(s)<g(s),OSsG(aon T), no 
W”(aO A T)E dye) sin ?ryod ttoo dy:, Z= 
0 
(2.80) 
2 KZI exp -K22 
for some O<K21, K2+oo, and XE[F(O)+&+~(H(O)-2&), G(O)-+&-- 
&H(O)-2&)]. This obviously also suffices in case a+ T if we interpret & as 
(f(T), g(T)) and drop the factor sin ?r(yo- ,no)AG’ in this case. Note that if atI< T 
we have (compare the proof of (2.74)) 
Thus, by (2.41) the left hand side of (%SO) A at least 
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we have (see (2.42)) 
F(t+u)+B,sF<t)+B1+&B~~y-&(ff(t)-~B~) 
Consequently for any y satisfying (2.82) and OS u1 s uO 
PY{F(t+u)+B,< W”(u)cG(t+u)-BI, O~~~UI. 
F(t + ul)+ B1 +)(H(t + ut)--281)s W’(u,) 
sG(t+u,)-‘B,-:(H(t+u,)-2&)} 
a”(1 W”(u)l<&(H(t)-2B1), 0~ u s UI, 
F(t+ul)+Bt+&H(t+u+--2Bl)-ys w”(arl) 
a!z(t+u+B 1 -&H(t+ w)-2&)-yl. (2.83) 
In the right hand side of (2.83) W”(ul) is restricted to an interval of length 
(cf. (2.42)), snd with left endpoint 
F(t+ul)+B,+i(H(t+ul)-2B+yc 
s (F(t + ul)-F(t))+;f(H(t + u+?f(t))&iB,?. 
One shows similarly that the left endpoint of this interval is at least -&B, - 
#(H(t)-2B1) so that the interval contains &B, or -&Bz. Therefore, the right hand 
side of (2.83) is at least as large as the minimum of 
P”{( w’“(u)(<&(H(t)-~BI), O~u~ul~ 
&B, --&H(t)- 2B,& W”(u,)d$M (2.84) 
By virtue of Lemma 2.4, (2.83) is therefore at least 
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we find that 
PY{F(t+u)cB;< W*(u)<G(r+~)-B~1,0~u~u,, 
F(t +ul)+& +S(H(t + u+-2B1)s WO(Ul) 
sG(t+u,)-B&(H(t+u$-281)) 
a Kz6 exp -K25u1(H(t)-2B&2 
(2.87) 
(For the East inequality we used that for u G No) 
s 2H(t)s 2 B1+Bfsl (H(t)- 28,) (cf. (2.42)). 
When (2.87) is applied successively with t = ho, a1 = II() for 0 s k < [au;‘] and for 
t = [auQ’]uo. tcl = Q --[gu$]uo it is easily seen that (2.81) is bounded below by 
Since a = ~0 A T 6 B4 + 4 (see (2.44) and (2.49)) this proves (2.80). 
3. Estimates for branctdng diffusions 
Throughout this section Z,(- ) is the process described in the introduction. To 
each particle J alive at time t we associate a path P, which is a function i’rom [0, I] 
to the reals, 
P,(u) = position at time u of the (unique) ancestor of J alive at time u, 0 s u s 1. 
Let f and g be two functions from [O, T] + R such that 
Wf(t)sg(t), Oat T. (3.1) 
and write for t s T 
~,=~,(f,g)=(WE~:/(u)<W(U)<R(~)*()~l~~~) (3.2) 
(recall that 0 denotes the set of continuous functions on [O, 00)). For our second 
moment formulae we also use 
$$Z! , ,~E~:~(s+~()<~(u)‘<~(s+u),~~u~I-.s), Oas<tsT. 
(3.3) 
Correspondingly, we define for any Bore1 set A, 
i&(A, %,) = number of particles J alive at time t whose position at time t is in the set 
A and whose associated path PJ belongs to %& 
Lemma 3.1. Let Wig ) be the Brownian motion described in Se&o@ 2, x > I), A a 
Bore1 set and %, and %?$ as in (3443.3). Then 
E”Z,(A, ~I)=ec(m-l’fPx( W(+ %,, W(t)gA} (3.4) 
and 
E”Z: (A, 8,) = E”Z,!A, %,) 
I 
4-02 
c(m-l)(2f_sj d  P”{W(+ %‘s, W(s)edy} 
-m 
[P’{ W(+ %$, W(t -s)E A)12. 
a 
(3.5) 
Proof. (3.4) and (3.5) are special cases of known formula, to wit (2.7) and (2.12) in 
[ 121. To applv the results of [ 121, we merely have to make a suitable choice for the . 
basic Markov process {x,} of [ 121. For this we consider the continuous space time 
Brownian motion (V(t), W(t)} fao with state space R x R and transition probability 
Pugw( V(S)E A, W(S)E B} 
=P{V(t+s)EA, W(t+s)EBIV(t)=v, W(t)= w} 
= I& +s)Pw{ W(S)E B)= I’(v +s)-- ,-(3’.-w tJLs)2/2a2S dY* 
a- 
We set g(t) = +q f(t) = --OO for t > T and 
7 = inf{t 2 0: W(t)2 g( V(t)) or W(t)< j’( V(t))} 
=inf{t%O: W(t)Sg(V(O)+t))or W(t)~f(v(o)+t)>l., 
Finally we adjoin a point a to the state space RxR of the space time Brownian 
motion and take for {A-,) the process killed at time T, i.e., 
x(t)- 
i 
V(t), W(t) if t C 7, 
a if t27. 
Correspondingly, we view the branching pab-titles as moving in space-time and 
replace the path PJ(u) by 
F,(u) = (u, PJ h)) if u < TJ, 
a if u 2 ?J, 
Thus, for Q = (al, aa), b = (bl, b&z RX R, the transition function p(s, a, 6) db of 
(2.1) in [12) should be taken zero if bl f: a1 +s and 
Pa2( W(*)E %f,,,,+,, W(s)Edbz} if bl = aI +s. 
With this choice (3.4) and (3.5) follow from (2.7) and (2.22) of [ 121. 
Corollary 3.2. If 
e c~m-*)(??y{ W( l )E %$, W(t --s)E A}< l-‘(s) 
and some function r, then 
E’Z;(A, ~~)~E'Z,(A,'E,)(l+bjlr(s)ds) 
0 
and 
P”a[Z,(A, %,); o}a { I+ b j-’ T(s) ds/-‘E’Z(A. St). 
0 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Proof. (3.5) and (3.6) show that 
E"Z; (A, %,)s E”Z,(A, Se,) 
+b ec’~-l’t~Jf~(s)ds~_~ P”{ W(+ ;e,, W(s)E dy} 
l P’( W(*)E %T$, W(t-s)EA}. 
(3.7) now follows from (3.4) and the relation 
I 
+oO 
P”{W(+%‘S, W(S)Edy}PY{W(+%$, W(t-+A}= 
-CO 
=P”{ W(+E St, W(t)c A}, 
which is an immediate consequence of the Markov property for W(* ). (3.8) is 
immediate from (3.7) and Marshall’s inequality [3, ProXem 5.3.11; alternatively, 
use [9, inequality II, p. 61). 
G
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On tha other hand, with q as in (25) (for f = 0) WC huve by (3.4) ;uvl the 
Cameron-Martin formula (sse (2. I I)) 
E”Z,(dy, W,) = e c(m-~)spr{(b= w u)<g(J~),osu ~.s, W(S)Ed)J} 
zz e c0” -l)yys(x, y ) dy 
1 P2 
==eexp c(m-l)s-~ ; 1 ( ) s--k(y-x) q:l(x,y)dy I 
= p/o”)(Y --x) 0 
4s (x, y) dy (se@ (W). (3.18) 
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Combining (3.15)4.3.18) we find that (3.15) is bounded by 
J e-w*)(Y -x) 0 qS (x, y) dy e”“-“dpY{ W”(u)- pu 2 g(s + U) fds)-2ecY<fAsl 
<o(A)+exp fi --#g(s)-2E --x)+c[m - l)A] 
. &~9y)dyPy{Wo(v)~g(s+v)forsomeO<v~A} 
CJ’~:Bl.S) 
= o(A ) -t exp -s(g(s)-2E --x)+c(m - l)A] 
l P”{O< W’(u)<g(u), Oaes, but W’(v)>g(s tv) 
f~rsomeO<v<A). 
For brevity, write 
In this notation the last itiequality states 
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Finally, we use Proposition 2.2 (with p = 0) and assumption (3.11) to obtain for 
s 3 (4Ab”‘g*(O) 
c&xP’{O< W”(u)<g(u), OSUSS} 
G K2xcv (s) exp clc -$gCO)-g(s)). 
For s < (4A)-‘g2(0) we use the trivial estimate 
I q:(x,y)dy<P”(W”(u)>O, Oau~s}=: 
2 = 1 --F%~ _I e-u2”Su’ du s Kzi. 
I 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.12) follows by substitution of the estimates (3.21) and (3.22) in (3.20). 
(3.13) follows from (3.4), (3.18), (3.21) and (3.11) because 
G”Zr(i, cg) = e- - 1 )r I 4rk Y) dY YEI 
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Kkva there exists c1 constant & -C 00 which depends on A, p md a only such that fov 
O<xsjg(O) 
P”(ZT > 0) 3 K2y.r exp -$(O)--x} 
P(S) exp -E?&(T) ds 
a 
f (T -s)-~‘~ exp 1; g(s) 6,) 
0’ 
w/;rere so = T - @A)-‘g2(T). 
Remark 3.5. We may replace (3.23) by the following two conditions at 
a slightly more complicated expression in the right hand side of (3.25): 
-l, (3.25) 
the price of 
P’{O< W*(u)<g(u),O~u~Tj~a exp-5{g(O)-g(T)} 
andforOstsT 
B’(CD< W”(u)Cg(u),O~u~t}:+y(t)exp-4{g(O)-g(t)}. a- 
Indeed, these two conditions imply (3.23) with p(s)= {&g(s)r(s)}-‘cy for 
@A)- ‘g2(0) s s s so, by virtue of (2.39). By the end of the proof of Proposition 3.4 
it suffices to have (3.23”) for s &. Replacing (3.23) by the above two conditions 
gives Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 a more symmetric appearance. 
kf. Again by (3.41, the Cameron-Martin formula and (3.9) 
E”ZT(;eT(O, g)) = eC(“‘-1)Te-(N2/2@2)T 
r 
l JO<yc p(*e 
-(rr/a2My-X)~X{0 < W”(s) < g(s), 0 s Y < T, W’(T) E dy} 
3 e-‘:u/mm-X 1 x P (0 < W’(s)< g.(s), 0 c s s T}. 
Proposition 2.2 (with 1~ = 0) and (3.24) now give 
P*fO< W”(s)< g(s), 0 s s 6: T} = 
I 
q;(x, y) dy 
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Thus 
E=WG40, g)P&yx exp -f$g(O)-w). (3.26) 
Next we need an estimate of the form (3.6). For 0 s s s T, T - s 2 (4A)-‘g2(s), 
oq <g(s) 
e =(m-l)(=-s)py{ W(. ) E qpT} = 
= e c(m--1)(T-s)-(~2/2~2)(T-s) i 
. I e -(‘+2)(r-y)Py{0 < W’(u)< g(s + u), 0s u s T-s, O-=.z<g(T) 
W”(T-s)Edz} 
< eb/cr*)Y Y P {O< W’(u)<g(s+u),Oa<T-s} 
s ewLT2)yK-2 P(Y9 s) 1 
-p {o< w”(u)~g(s-Cu),Os~~ T-s) 
g PU, 8) 
(3.26) 
For any 0 G s s T, 0 c y c g(s) we also have (recall that g is decreasing) 
e c(m-l)(T--r)py{ @I(. )E ;eZT} s 
< e(du2)YpY 
SUP 
OSUST-s 
=s KS e(cl’*2)y(g(s)- y)(T -s)-“* 
< & e(bham (T -s)-~‘~. 
Lastly we observe that (3.10) implies (since g is decreasing) 
-g’(s) = lg’(s)l G A{g(s)}-’ or i &g’(s)2 -4 
whence 
g2(+g2(T)+2+(T-s). 
Thus T-s r, (4A)-‘g’(s) is fulfiEled as long as s s so, where so = T - (2A )-Is’(T). 
We therefore have (3.6) with 
K4PW exp %T) 
I ’ 
if 0 d s 5 so, 
IT 
r(s) = 
&exp-$+g(s)(T-s)-“~ if s0<s S T. 
as claimed, 
Rot of Tlheamn 1.3. it only requires some simple applications of Proposition 
2.5,3.3 and 3.4 to prove Theorem 1.3, The idea of the proof of (1.10) is to fmd a 
function g on [0, T] suclh that 
P’{O <W”(s)< g(s)9 0 s s 6 t) exp -qg(O)- g(t)) a 
is ‘*cEose to one” for 0~ t s T. As indicated in Remark 3.5 we can then expect also 
P’(O< W’(u)~g(s+u),O~uST-s}expG{g(s)-g(T)} 
0 
to be “close to one” for 0 < s s T. We will then have (3.11) and (3.23) with a! ( l ) and 
@(e ) “close to one” and by Proposition 3.15 and 3.4 exp -(p/cr*Kg(O)-x} will then 
approximately be the order of P”{& >O}. We find a function g with the above 
properties with the help of Proposition 2.5. 
As for the details, we first apply Proposition 2.5 with f=O, g(s) = 
A(T+D-t+s)1’3, Ossst, where 
30% IL+ 
n (2 p 7 
=:- 
and OS t c T and e36 D s T are fixed. This clearly satisfies (2.42)-(2.44) with 
I31 =0 (i.e., F=O, G=g), &=A e, 
E(s)=&47(TfD-t+s)-1’310g(T+D-t+s; 
(this E is decreasing and we can take .& = AZ/e; I34 can be chosen independent of 
D). Therefore, by (2.48) 
p‘{O< W”(s)cA(T+D-s)‘/3,0wa} c 
<sin(mA-1(T+D)-1’3) exp -sA{(T+D)“’ -(T+D-1)‘/“) 
+ &(log(T + D))2] (3.28) 
for some & ==z 00, depending on CA. and cp only, providled 
Tat ~+U3~)=-~(lsg 2)A2(T+D)2’3. 
We may now apply Proposition 3.3 with 
o(r)~s(t:B)“n(T+D-t)““, ()q< T, 
(ZL28) &OWS tk~8 (&I I.) holds with a(t) = exp &(lag 2 T)‘, uniformly for e3 G D c 
‘91 QW long 88 
T a t a (&I&)-‘(log 2)R ‘(2T)“” and A Tli3 2 2, (3.29) 
HC)WCVBF, by raising K1, if necessary, we have (3.11) for the above (u( 9) and aI1 
Qe t G T, &G? s T, T ~4’2, because when (3.29) fails 
Again &, & < ~1 depend on p, CF only. Also (3.10) is trivially satisfied for g( l ; D) 
for T MC2 and some A depending on cc, u only. We therefore conclude from 
(3.12)-(3.14), that if (1.9) holds, there exist constants K4, KS < a~, depending on U, , 
m, b and c only such that for 
TH&, O<X<A(T+D)*‘~, e3sDg T, 
P”{some particle .I is alive at time T whose path crocced g( l ; D) 
during [0, T]} =G 
s(l+x)exp -sA(T+D)‘13 9 exp( -% +&(log 2T)‘). 
V” 
(3.30) 
E”{number of particles J alive at time T whose path did nor 
cross g(* ; D) during [0, T]} s 
Sx exp --+T+D)“’ l exp( <x +&(10g 2T)2+%41D’l’) (3.3 1) 
u 
(take I = (0, g(0; D)) in (3.13)), and 
P”{Z+O}~(l+x)exp ---~LIT”~ exp{ -$ +&(log 2T)‘] (3.32) 
(take D = e3 in (3.14)). Similarly if we take f = 0, g(s) = A (s + c?)“~, 0 s s c T - t in 
Proposition 2.5 then we obtain from (2.48) with t replaced by T - t 
F”(O< W’(s)<n(T-f-s+e’)““,C)~s~ T-t}= 
= sin(nxK’(T - t +e3)-l” -+,l(T--t+e’)““+ iK,(log 2T)‘} 
(T- 
for some 101 G 1: provided 
T-tz,K6(T-f+e3)2” or (T-- t)z &. 
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Almost as above we can now apply Proposition 3.4 with g( 0) = g( l ; e3), P(t) = 
exp Kl(log 2T)2 and y = sin(7P/I -‘(T + e3)-1’3 ) exp -Kl(log 2T)2. This yields, for 
Ta &, O<X .:&P3 
P"{ZT>O}~x exp -SAT”” exp f~ 
I 
- &;(log 2T)2/. (3.33) 
(3.32) and (3..33) prove (MO). 
To prove (1.11) and (1.12) we now take L) =Do=~KgT~‘~(log 2T)Z in (3.30) and 
(3.31), where Kg = 3c2(cc/I )-‘(2& + 2), so that 
(T+Do)*‘~ = {T + K8T2’j(log 2 T)2}1’3 =T1”3 -t &(log 2 T)2 
.2 
+O{T-*‘3(log 2T)4}z= T1’3+an-“(2Ks+ l)(log 2T)2 
P 
for large enough T. We then find from (3.30) and (3.33), that for fixed x 
P”(some particle J is alive at time T whose path crossed 
g( l ; Do) during [0, TI) = o(P*{& > 0}), T -) a, (3 34) 
and by dividing (3.31) by (.3.33) 
E”{number of particles alive at time T whose path did not cross 
g( l ; Do) during [O, T]l& > 0) c 
s exp 
SAiT1’” 
- (T + Do)*‘3 f 0;“) + Z!K&og 2 T)2 1 
(3.35) 
Since we may ignore the particles whose p&c n** ITJ ti.losseld g(* ; Do) (1.12) follows from 
(3.35). Also (1.11) follows from this since any particzle whose path does not cross 
g( l ; Do) must have a position at time 
(0, AK;” T2”(log T)2’3). 
T in (0, g(T; Do))= 
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